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Monetize & Engage Your Audience
Maximize user engage and revenue growth.
Let's Talk[image: Play video on desktop]


Great content matters!
Join the world's leading media companies by partnering with Outbrain. Take advantage of an industry defining technology suite, built with a passion to monetize, engage and support the success of the open web.
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[image: ]reinventing recommendation
A customizable, dynamic and tailored recommendation experience, built to engage audiences and optimized for your business goals.
With these two parks, Virginia travel is fun, easy, and very affordable. It also provides great bonding time for you and your family. Now, who says vacationing with kids is a hard chore?
Paid Content

Monetize
Maximize revenues and user interest with a range of non interruptive Smartad formats




Engage
Showcase editorial with rich recommendations




Diversify
Leverage the feed for your own commercial initiatives



 



Expand
Take advantage of valuable native search, display, programmatic and video demand









The Best Advertising Experiences Are
NATIVE
	Full Funnel Demand
Connect to the broadest range of native ad budgets, with Smartads that maximize engagement and RPM at every stage of the consumer journey.

	Quality Counts
Our user experience is optimized thanks to our Advertiser Guidelines, a suite of automated content filtering tools at your fingertips and a team dedicated to review flagged content a posteriori in line with our  Notice and Takedown Policy


The world's leading brands and agencies find success with Outbrain
	
+100%higher video completion rates than other platforms


	
+240%CTR vs. standard native placements


	
+237%CTR vs. other channels


	
+33%Cheaper Cost per Qualified Site Visit than social platforms


	
+15%Brand Lift through Outbrain platform


	
+19MImpressions generated to raise awareness about women's movement










Discover Smartlogic
Smartlogic is an industry first serving logic with AI & Machine Learning capabilities. Delivering a recommendation experience that is truly unique for every user, every time.
Discover moreDiscovery Without Limits
Audience consumption patterns are not linear, Outbrain recommendation technology maximizes monetization and engagement across a full spectrum of environments.
any
	placement,
	device,
	platform,


anytime

Discover more
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Partnerships Built for Success
	[image: ]Native Ad Server
A powerful platform built to empower your own native sales teams

	[image: ]Editorial
Transform fly-by visitors into loyal readers

	[image: ]Engage Dashboard 
Unique tools & insights 24/7 & real-time reporting API

	[image: ]Audience Rules
Customize your engagement strategy based on audience segments

	[image: ]Security
Utilizing proprietary and industry leading network security solutions.


	[image: ]Native Ad Server
A powerful platform built to empower your own native sales teams


	[image: ]Editorial
Transform fly-by visitors into loyal readers


	[image: ]Engage Dashboard 
Unique tools & insights 24/7 & real-time reporting API


	[image: ]Audience Rules
Dynamically adapt user experience based on audience signals


	[image: ]Conversion Card 
Create a home in the feed for your own commercial initiatives


	[image: ]Security
Utilizing proprietary and industry leading network security solutions.






	De Barros Marcio
Head of Programmatic | Opera Ads
[image: Opera Ads Logo]

Outbrain has proven to be a leader in the native advertising space. by joining forces, our partnership with outbrain allows us to connect with consumers on a wider scale.


	PlÃ¡cido Balmaseda
General Director of WEMASS
[image: Wemass Logo]

We are confident that our publishers will create lasting relationships with readers and increase revenue opportunities as a result of this partnership.


	Fran Wills
CEO of the Local Media Consortium
[image: ]

Our mission is to support quality journalism by helping local media companies of all sizes have access to best-in-class business and technology platforms. Partnering with Outbrain is a natural synergy.


	Michael Stephenson
Nine's Chief Sales Officer
[image: ]

We're delighted to welcome Outbrain as a partner of Nine. Outbrain's proprietary technology and solutions will offer yet another vehicle for advertisers looking to reach the unique and premium audiences within our digital ecosystem.
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The first holistic business optimization platform for media owners, from Outbrain. Keystone maximizes the value of site real estate, tailoring each reader journey while optimizing conversion and revenue across diversified KPIs.
Access one holistic view of performance across every department and goal.
Discover More
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Relationships that start but don't end with RPM
Get Started
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Ready to start?
Try Outbrain for Advertisers today

Your work email
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